Abstract-This tutorial paper describes the methods for constructing fast algorithms for the computation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a real-valued series. The application of these ideas to all the major fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms is discussed, and the various algorithms are compared. We present a new implementation of the real-valued split-radix FFT, an algorithm that uses fewer operations than any other real-valued power-of-2-length FFT.
I. INTRODUCTION NE of the most important tools in modern digital signal processing applications is the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The FFT efficiently computes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), a mapping of a length4 complex sequence to its length-N complex spectrum. Although most FFT algorithms are designed to compute the DFT of a complex sequence, in many applications the sequence to be transformed is real-valued. It is widely known that a length-( N / 2 ) complex FFT algorithm can be used to compute the DFT of a length-N real-valued sequence. It is less well known that algorithms of greater efficiency can be developed by exploiting symmetries within the complex-valued algorithms. Several such modified algorithms have been published, but a general discussion of these techniques is not available in the literature. For this reason, less efficient algorithms are generally used.
This paper reviews the general methods for constructing fast algorithms for the computation of the DFT of a real-valued series (RFFT). These methods are applied to all major FFT algorithms, and the resulting algorithms are compared. Inherently real-valued transforms, such as the discrete Hartley transform (DHT), can be used instead of the DFT for power spectrum computation or for fast computation of cyclic convolutions. We compare the perforManuscript received March 26, 1986; revised October 20, 1986 . This work was supported in part by the NSF under Grant ECS 83-14006, in mance of inherently real-valued transform techniques and RFFT algorithms for the computation of power spectra and cyclic convolutions. Section I1 of the paper describes the traditional methods, in which the real-valued DFT is computed using a complex-valued FFT. The third section shows in detail how a complex-valued radix-2 FFT can be converted into an RFFT. The same principles are applied in the subsequent sections in describing the higherradix RFFT's, the split-radix RFFT, the prime factor RFFT, and the Winograd RFFT. Finally, the various algorithms are compared to each other and also to inherently real-valued transforms like the Hartley and cosine/ sine transform.
REAL-VALUED FFT's USING COMPLEX-VALUED
FFT's
The DFT of a sequence x ( n ) is defined to be
where WN>= e-j(2?r'N). In this definition, both x(n) and X ( k ) aret;assumed to be complex. However, if x(n) is real, then half of the inputs to the algorithm (all the imaginary parts) are zero. Simply removing those parts of the CFFT algorithm that originate in the imaginary part of the input does not significantly reduce the complexity or storage requirements of an RFFT algorithm. This is apparent from the structure of FFT algorithms, as shown in Fig.  1 . Assuming the input to a length4 ( =2M ) FFT is real, there are fewer real (marked X) and more complex (marked 0) variables after each stage of the algorithm. However, certain symmetries exist [lo] , [ll] that are helpful in developing a real-valued FFT.
is real and even if and only if X ( k ) is real and even x( n ) is real and odd if and only if X ( k ) is purely imaginary and odd.
There are three fundamentally different ways to use an FFT algorithm for complex-valued data to compute the DFT of a real-valued sequence. The simplest approach is 0096-3518/87/0600-0849$01.00 O 1987 IEEE 
tain a complex sequence and then apply the CFFT, but this is also the most expensive approach in terms of op-= DFT [ X ( . ) + j y ( n ) ] erational complexity. Exactly the same number of operations and the same amount of storage are required as for the DFT of a complex-valued sequence of the same ( 6 )
The number of operations required to compute two different CFFT algorithms is shown in A second technique uses the symmetries of the DFT to transform two real-valued sequences simultaneously by computing one CFFT. This method has been discussed extensively in the literature [5] , [ll] , [32]. If a sequence x ( n ) is real, then its transform X ( k ) has an even real part and an odd imaginary part. The DFT is a linear transform, so the DFT of z ( n ) = x ( n ) + j y ( n ) is where subscripts r and i denote real and imaginary parts, respectively. Since
it can be found that
the two half-length transforms can be computed using these techniques. This slightly reduces the efficie.ncy of these techniques relative to full-length algorithms. For the (8) split-radix 3 / 3 algorithm, the complexity comes out to be ( 1 / 2 ) MN -( 5 / 4 ) N multiplications and ( 3 / 2 ) MN Note that because x ( n ) is real, X( k ) has complex con--( 1 /4 ) N -4 additions when it is further assumed that jugate (or Hermitian) symmetry, so it is only necessary to the last stage is also implemented using a 3 / 3 complex compute X( k ) for 0 5 k I ( N / 2 ). It is also apparent multiplication algorithm-
that for k = 0 and k = ( N / 2 ), (8) can be simplified since The third technique for computing the DFT of a realvalued sequence using a CFFT is useful when only one real-valued transform is needed. This technique follows from the observation that the final stage of a decimationin-time FFT algorithm combines two independent transforms of length ( N / 2 ) to compute a length-N transform [ I l l .
The DFT now consists of two parts-a DFT of the evenindexed inputs and a DFT of the odd-indexed inputs that are combined to produce the full-length DFT. If the data are real-valued, the two half-length DFT's are also transforms of real-valued data, and they can be computed as described in (8) by combining the two sequences into a
. 'This sequence is transformed with a half-length CFFT, and the two half-length DFT's are separated as shown in (8) and recombined according to (9) to produce the full-length DFT as the real-valued sequence. The separation of the two half-length transforms and the computation of the last stage of the DFT requires N -6 multiplications and ( 5 / 2 ) N -6 additions (assuming 4 real multiplications and 2 real additions per complex multiplication), so if the half-length CFFT is done using a radix-2 4 / 2 algorithm, the total number of operations is MN -( 7 / 2 ) N -6 multiplications and ( 3 / 2 ) MN -( N / 2 ) -2 additions. Since the last stage is done separately as a radix-2 stage, it is not possible to compute the total algorithm as a split-radix or radix-4 algorithm even though 111. THE RADIX-2 DECIMATION-IN-TIME RFFT The techniques applied in the development of FFT algorithms specialized for real-valued series (instead of using CFFT's) are essentially the same for all of the wellknown algorithms. The fundamental idea, as described by Bergland [I] and Sande [3 11 , is that symmetries due to the real-valued nature of the data can be used at every stage of the FFT algorithm to remove redundant operations. In this section, the application of this idea to the simplest and most widely known FFT algorithm, the radix-2 decimation-in-time FFT, is thoroughly discussed.
In the standard derivation of the radix-2 decimation-intime FFT algorithm [25], a length-N( = 2M ) transform is rewritten as the sum of two summations of ( N / 2 ) elements each as in (9) . The first sum is a length-( N / 2 ) DFT of the even-indexed samples
, and the second sum is a length-(N/2) DFT of the
tiplied by a term Wk called a twiddle factor. If the time series x( n ) 'is real-valued, the real part of' its Fourier transform is even symmetric, and the imaginary part is odd symmetric. Thus, the Fourier transform coefficients satisfy X(0) and X -are real,
These symmetries allow us to reduce the memory and computational requirements by about a factor of 2 since the symmetries imply that the coefficients X( k ) , ( N / 2 ) + 1 5 k 5 N -1, and the imaginary parts of X( 0) and X(N/2) need not be computed or stored. These symmetries are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a length-16 RDFT. Real-valued terms are denoted by an X, and complex numbers are denoted by an 0. Dashed arcs connect the numbers that are complex conjugates. The reduction in computation is achieved by noting that only half of the complex values need be computed since the others are then known by the complex conjugate symmetry. One possibility is to compute X(0) through X(N/2), but a better choice is to compute X( 0) through X(N/4) and X ( N / 2 ) through X(3N/4). The latter choice is preferred because these are the values computed by the first ( N / 4 ) + 1 complex butterflies in the standard complex-valued algorithm. Thus, we construct a real-valued algorithm simply by skipping the last ( N / 4 ) -1 butterflies since we already know their output. The but-SIGNAL PROCESSING, VOL. ASSP-35, NO. 6, JUNE 1987 Fig . terflies and the outputs that are actually computed are boxed in Fig. 2 , and the others are bypassed.
To compute the RFFT in place, the redundancies must be utilized to halve the storage requirement compared to the corresponding CFFT. This is possible if the real part of the kth complex-valued coefficient is placed in the kth location in the real array, and the imaginary part is stored in the redundant ( N -k)th location. Since the imaginary part of the kth complex output ( 1 I k 5 ( N / 2 ) -1 ) is stored in the ( N -k)th memory location, the value in that location from the previous stage must be used before it is overwritten. This is not a problem since the current content of this memory location is needed only by the current butterfly. The butterfly operations for the RFFT and the CFFT are identical; only the memory locations from which the data are fetched are different. The resulting butterfly is shown in Fig. 3 . It closely resembles the butterfly for the FHT presented in [34] .
A special butterfly in the final stage computes X ( 0 ) and X ( N / 2 ) separately because they are real, and since it requires no multiplications, this is also reduces the computational complexity. A further savings of four additions and a complex multiplication in the last stage is achieved by noting that the butterfly computing X ( N / 4 ) and X ( 3 N / 4 ) requires no multiplications or additions (only a sign change) for real-valued data. These four values are computed separately in a ' 'special butterfly. " This scheme exactly halves the number of multiplications and storage locations and reduces the additions to two fewer than half that required to compute one stage of the complex-valued transform.
This approach can be applied at every stage by recognizing that the half-length transforms of the even-and oddindexed data samples are again DFT's of real-valued data, so the same approach can be recursively applied to shorter DFT's to complete the algorithm. The result is a radix-2 decimation-in-time FFT algorithm for real-valued data that requires exactly half the multiplications and storage, and N -2 fewer than half the additions of the algorithm for complex data; hence, the complexity is ( 3 / 4 ) MN -( 5 / 2 ) N + 4 multiplications and ( 7 / 4 ) MN -( 7 / 2 ) N + 6 additions using a 3 / 3 complex multiplication algorithm. Fig. 4 illustrates the algorithm for a length-16 transform. At every stage, the values that are real are indicated by an X, and the complex values are indicated by an 0. Locations that are complex conjugate of another location (and where the imaginary part of the complex number is stored) are connected by a dashed arc. Only the butterflies that are actually computed are shown. A program implementing this approach is given in the Appendix.
It is important to note that the decimation-in-time algorithm is natural for the fast calculation of the spectrum of a real-valued series because the shorter sequences are also real-valued, and the symmetry of their transforms can be exploited at every stage to reduce operations and storage. Although a decimation-in-frequency algorithm (for complex inputs) at the end yields a spectrum with the proper symmetry, the redundancies are not apparent within the algorithm and cannot easily be exploited to reduce the operation count and storage from that required for complex data. As can be seen in the length-8 decimation-in-frequency algorithm represented in Fig. 1 (a) , after the first stage there are five real-valued and three complex-valued numbers, for a total of eleven real numbers to be stored.
For the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) that transforms the complex conjugate symmetric spectrum to a real-valued time series, the decimation-in-frequency algorithm is the natural choice. If the even-indexed and oddindexed frequency samples are separated into two halflength series, symmetry of both series is maintained. At every stage of the decimation-in-frequency IDFT algorithm, the redundancies are explicit and easily removed. This corresponds to a flow graph reversal [29] of the de- cimation-in-time algorithm for real-valued series just described. Decimation-in-time algorithms are appropriate for computing the DFT or IDFT of a real-valued series, and decimation-in-frequency algorithms are applicable for computing the DFT or IDFT of a complex conjugate symmetric series.
The Appendix contains a simple program for computation of the DFT of a real-valued series. The program implements the techniques described above and is purposely simple for maximum clarity. An inverse RFFT program can easily be derived by modifying a decimationin-frequency inverse CFFT program in a similar way. Special techniques for saving operations that have been applied to the FFT of a complex series can similarly be applied to these programs. For example, the complex multiplications can be implemented with three real multiplications and three additions, and sine/cosine lookup tables can be added. These and other features can easily be implemented by comparison to a corresponding FFT program such as those found in [8] .
IV. HIGHER-RADIX ALGORITHMS
The most well-known efficient FFT algorithm for realvalued sequences is probably Bergland's radix-8 RFFT [2] , [33] . Like the radix-4 and higher-radix algorithms, it is developed in the same manner as the radix-2 RFFT. The symmetry of the transform implies that only half of the butterflies need be computed and also results in simplication of the butterflies with simple coefficients. This reduction saves half of the multiplications and storage and slightly more than the half of the additions over the algorithm for complex data. As before, a decimation-in-time decomposition yields shorter-length transforms that are themselves transforms of real-valued data, and the same savings are obtained at every stage in the algorithm. The complete algorithms require exactly half the multiplications and storage and N -2 less than half of the additions required by the corresponding algorithm for complex data. Since the split-radix algorithm in the next section is both shorter and more efficient than the higher-radix algorithms, no programs are presented here. Several efficient programs based on this approach are available in the literature [33] . As before, higher-radix IDFT algorithms use a decimation-in-frequency approach in which the redundancies are explicit and easily removed.
V. REAL-VALUED SPLIT-RADIX FFT's
It has been shown [13] , [38] that a DFT can be computed by breaking it up into a length ( N / 2 ) DFT over the even-indexed part of the input sequence and two length-(N/4) DFT's over the odd-indexed part of the input sequence. Iterating this scheme for the whole transform (all stages) leads to a very efficient decimation-infrequency algorithm called the split-radix FFT algorithm, which requires fewer operations than a radix-:! FFT, a radix-4 FFT, or any higher-radix FFT. As described in [14] , [36] , this argument also holds for the decimationin-time algorithm, and the decomposition is
A decimation-in-time split-radix algorithm has complex conjugate symmetry at each stage. By using this symmetry as described for the radix-:! and higher-radix algorithms, a real-valued split-radix algorithm (17/9) N + 3 -(1 / 9 ) ( -l ) M additions if the complex multiplications are done using the 4 / 2 strategy. If instead a 3 / 3 strategy is used, the complexity is ( 1 / 2 ) MN -( 3 / 2 ) N + 2 multiplications and ( 3 / 2 ) MN -( 5 / 2 ) N + 4 additions. In both cases, the number of multiplications is exactly half that of the corresponding complex split-radix FFT, while the number of additions is N -2 fewer than half, as was the case for the radix-2 algorithm. For the forward transform, the input is real and the output is complex conjugate symmetric, whereas for the inverse transform the input is complex conjugate symmetric and the output is real. Therefore, two algorithms are needed if the intended application needs both a forward and inverse transform. The decimation-in-time forward transform should be used with a decimation-in-frequency inverse transform if unscrambling is required. An interesting feature of the split-radix algorithm is that, while it is not possible to compute a real-valued radix-2 decimation-in-frequency FFT in place, the split-radix decimation-in-frequency algorithm has been computed in place  [15] , [21] , [38] . By noting the symmetries within the al- gorithm, it is apparent that the boxed branches in Fig. 5 need not be computed. The even-indexed part remains real and can thus be stored in place. The odd-indexed part becomes complex, but because of the complex conjugate symmetry on the output, only half of these complex values need be stored. Fig. 5 (from [15] ) shows a way of storing the values of a real-valued decimation-in-frequency split-radix FFT. A drawback of this method is that the transform produces the output in a strange order, requiring a complicated unscrambler. But if the unscrambling is not needed, the decimation-in-frequency split-radix RFFT is a good choice when coupled with a decimation-in-time inverse transform.
VI. PRIME FACTOR ALGORITHMS
If the transform length N = KL is a product of relatively prime factors, the one-dimensional DFT can be mapped to a two-dimensional DFT for appropriate choices of A , B , C, and D 161:
where x ( n ) = x( Cnl + Dn,) = x ( n l , n 2 ) and K and L are the lengths of the "short transforms" over n1 and n2, respectively. This expression is merely a DFT of each of the columns of x(n,, n 2 ) (length-L DFT's) followed by a transform of each of the rows (length-K DFT's) as described in @]. This decomposition can be recursively applied to factors of K and L to generalize the prime factor algorithm (PFA) to higher dimensions. The most efficient programs implementing the PFA rely on a set of extremely efficient "DFT modules' ' for small prime (or . Storage scheme for a length-16 DIF split-radix FFT from [14] . As the values become complex, there is an "empty" location for the irnaginary part.
power of prime) lengths to compute the transform in each dimension [7] , [ 181.
The redundancies due to real-valued data in the PFA can be removed as follows. The first set of short (length-L) transforms (over the columns) are of real-valued data, so half of the multiplications and L -1 ( L -2 if L is even) more than half of the additions in the short-length DFT's can be saved by using specialized DFT modules for real-valued data. When computing the second dimension, the row corresponding to the zero frequency index of the first stage of transforms is real-valued (as is the (L/2)th row if L is even) and requires half the multiplications and K -1 ( K -2 if K is even) fewer than half the additions. A second-stage real-valued module computes the DFT of this (or these) row(s). The other L -1 or L -2 rows are complex, but since the input data are real-valued, the (L -kl)th row is the complex conjugate of the klth row after the DFT over the first dimension. Only half of the length-K complex transforms need be computed or stored since the DFT of the complex conjugate of a sequence is the time-reversed complex conjugate of the DFT of the sequence. The real part can be stored in the klth row, and the imaginary part can be stored in the (L -kl)th row. If the imaginary parts of the output are stored in reverse ( K -k2) order, the output order of the transform is given by the mapping in (13) where the real part is in X( k,, k2) and the corresponding imaginary part is in X( L -k, , K -k2). Hence, using the symmetries of the complex PFA's reduces the storage and multiplication to half and the additions to N -1 ( N -2 if N is even) fewer~ than half that of a complex-valued PFA The scheme described above requires both a real-valued and a complex-valued short DFT module for each stage. As an alternative, the complex transforms can be computed by applying a real-valued module to the real and to the imaginary parts of the data and adding the results appropriately to get a complex transform. This requires ex-
1171.
actly the same number of operations as a complex module. Another alternative is to commute the combining additions to the end of the algorithm [17] . The floatingpoint operation counts are the same, but recalculation of the indexes at the final combination stage makes this tech-. nique somewhat slower [ 171.
The inverse PFA takes a complex conjugate spectrum and computes the real-valued sequence. The indexing and storage locations are exactly the same as in the forward real-valued transform, except that the order of operations is reversed. In essence, the real-valued PFA is run backwards. Two types of modules are required for each short length: an inverse (complex-to-complex) module and a complex-conjugate-symmetric-to-real inverse module.
Another recent scheme [19] uses a prime factor map, but computes the modules using the Hartley transform [3] , [34] . This algorithm is much less efficient than using the real-valued DFT to compute the modules because it requires many more additions [34] .
VII. REAL-VALUED WINOGRAD FOURIER TRANSFORM ALGORITHMS One way of calculating the short-length DFT's used by the PFA is with Winograd DFT modules [24] , [39] . These modules typically use the minimum number of multiplications required for prime length transforms. The modules were originally derived for real-valued inputs, and for complex data the real-valued transforms of the real and imaginary parts are combined in a final stage. Realvalued DFT-modules can therefore be directly derived, or the computation on the imaginary input can simply be deleted from a complex-valued module, saving half the multiplications and slightly more than half the additions. As shown in [39] , the short DFT modules can be nested to give the Winograd Fourier transform algorithm (WFTA). After nesting, the operations associated with the real and imaginary parts of the input remain separate until a final combination stage, so real-valued algorithms can again be constructed directly or simply exercised from a complexvalued program. Parsons develops these ideas in more detail in [26] . Programs are easily obtained by modifying the short modules in [8] or the general program in [23] .
Operation counts are given in [8] .
VIII. COMPARISON Table I1 compares the different algorithms for computing the real-valued FFT described in this paper. It shows the minimum counts for each case and assumes that the complex multiplications (for the length-2M algorithms) are done using. three real multiplications and three real additions. The operation counts for the three methods for computing the RFFT using a CFFT are based on the CFFT being an optimum split-radix CFFT. Also for comparison purposes, the complexity of Bergland's radix-4 (FAST) and radix-8 programs (FFA) from [33] are supplied (the numbers are changed to conform with the 3 / 3 complex multiplication algorithm). The PFA counts are from [ 171, and the WFTA counts are derived from the complex WFTA counts in [8] . The lowest counts for a power-of-2 algorithm are obtained by the split-radix FFT. They were first achieved by Yavne [40] , but because his derivation was verytedious, it went rather unnoticed. In 1984, three papers appeared almost simultaneously [ 131, [22] , [38] , all describing the split-radix algorithm. A subsequent paper [36] demonstrates the existence of both a DIF and a DIT algorithm and provides short programs that implement the split-radix algorithm. Another recently published algorithm for real-valued data is the VFFT by Preuss [28] . His algorithm has the same multiplicative complexity as the split-radix, but requires more additions. Since the VFFT requires excessive processor time for indexing and data swapping, it is not included in the table.
All the algorithms except the "direct CFFT" are computed in place and hence require only N storage locations (direct CFFT requires 2N ). The table reflects the same relative relationships in terms of operation counts that are familiar from CFFT's. In terms of indexing (overhead), the power-of-2 algorithms require only slightly more than half that of the corresponding CFFT, while the PFA and WFTA require more than that. The PFA indexing becomes complicated, and since the program also gets long (both real and complex modules needed) the PFA is normally not a good choice unless an intermediate length between powers of 2 is needed or the RFFT is coded in-line (to reduce indexing). The WFTA has the lowest multiplication count, but achieves this by increasing the additions and data storage, and since the indexing is also rather complicated, the WFTA is rarely used.
The programs in the Appendix have not been optimized in terms of run-time, but rather to obtain maximum readability of the code. These programs are derived from the complex programs in [8] and are similar to the Hartley programs in [34] . The split-radix RFFT in the Appendix is probably slower than Bergland's FFA, but with proper optimization, the split-radix should be faster on most machines.
If the RFFT is used to calculate a cyclic convolution, inherently real-valued transforms exist that could be used instead. The Hartley transform [3] , [4] is shown in [34] to have properties similar to those of the DFT. It has been demonstrated that the Hartley transform and the RFFT are very strongly related and that for every RFFT algorithm there exists an equivalent Hartley algorithm, and vice versa [34] . The Hartley transform algorithms require about N more additions than the corresponding RFFT algorithms, and a convolution takes about 3N more additions using the Hartley transform. The resulting programs are nearly the same, due to the fundamental similarity between the Hartley and RFFT algorithms, so the indexing and other overhead costs are essentially the same [34] . The only advantage of the Hartley transform is that it is its own inverse, which means that a separate inverse program is not needed. The Hartley transform may therefore be useful on limited memory machines.
It has been shown [ 161 that a split-radix hybrid Hartleyl RFFT algorithm can compute the Hartley transform in the same number of multiplications and two more additions than it takes to compute a DFT using a split-radix RFFT, and takes four more additions to compute a cyclic convolution using the hybrid Hartley/RFFT transform than when using the RFFT. However, the hybrid Hartley/ RFFT requires both Hartley and RFFT code segments, so the program is about twice the size of an RFFT program, or an IF statement must be introduced in the innermost Another alternative for fast convolution is use of the cosine/sine transform. A split-radix cosine transform has been developed [20] , [38] , but it is less efficient than an RFFT due to the relationship between the DFT and DCT [ 151, [38] . As an example, 80 multiplications and 209 additions are required to compute a length-32 cosine transform, while only 34 multiplications and 164 additions are needed to compute a length-32 RFFT. Furthermore, the cosine transform does not have as simple a convolution property [9] as the DFT and Hartley transform, so it should only be used in cases, such as certain image processing applications, in which the properties of the cosine transform are preferred.
More specialized RFFT algorithms have been published. Martens [21] describes an algorithm for length 2'3' and achieves a complexity comparable to a radix-2 (exactly equal if the length equals a power 2). , [27] , [37] algorithms have also been presented, but their complexity is greater than, and the code is not as regular and compact as, a radix-4 FFT, so they will be of interest only in special cases. Further savings in the computations can be obtained if the real-valued input sequence is also symmetric. The algorithms presented in the literature [30] , [41] are not computed in place. Preuss [28] has a version that computes the real-valued symmetric FFT in place, but again, the overhead is excessive. Neither the decimation-in-time nor the decimation-in-frequency algorithm is well suited for removing all the redundancies, and they both result in a complicated unscrambler. However, if it is not necessary to unscramble, the real-valued split-radix decimation-in-frequency program [15] should be used.
IX. CONCLUSION Although most FFT algorithms are developed for complex-valued sequences, redundancies and symmetries in all of these algorithms can be exploited to reduce the multiplications and storage by exactly a factor of 2 and the addition by slightly more than a factor of 2. The two commonly used techniques of using complex FFT's, the "doubling" and the "packing" techniques, take several N more additions than a specialized algorithm for real input data.
Inherently real-valued transforms such as the Hartley transform have been suggested as alternatives to the DFT in applications such as power spectrum computation and fast convolution. The performance of these alternatives is often compared to a nonoptimal or less efficient CFFTbased implementation. Careful comparisons of these techniques reveal that they always require more operations than a method based on an efficient real-valued FFT algorithm. Furthermore, these other algorithms require as long or often longer computer code than the real-valued Direct implementations of real-valued FFT algorithms re-FFT algorithms discussed here. They also never achieve quire fewer operations and shorter, simpler computer code less data shuffling and indexing than the real-valued FFT. than other techniques, and they should be used. 
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